A TRUNCATION PROCESS FOR REDUCTIVE GROUPS BY JAMES ARTHUR1
Communicated by J. A. Wolf, January 26, 1977 Let G be a reductive group defined over Q. Index the parabolic subgroups defined over Q, which are standard with respect to a minimal (O)P, by a partially ordered set 4. Let 0 and 1 denote the least and greatest elements of 9 respectively, so that (l)P is G itself. Given u E 9, we let (")N be the unipotent radical of (u)p, ( 
If K is a maximal compact subgroup of G(A), defined as in [1, p. (o)a . If v < u, (v)P n (u)M is a parabolic subgroup of (u)M, which we denote by }")P and we use this notation for all the various objects associated with /u°P.
For example, u)a is the orthogonal complement of (u)a in (")d and UI> is the set of elements a E (U)D which vanish on (u) a.
Let R be the regular representation of G(A) on L2(ZG(Q)\G(A)), where we write Z for (1)A(R)0, the identity component of (1) 
For any u E 9, let (uh) be the basis of (la which is dual to (u)D. We write lul for the number of elements in (u)D or (u)^. Let The proofs will appear elsewhere.
